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From Newcastle. For the world.
Engineering at Newcastle
Five Key Academic Disciplines
Our global community

From Newcastle. For the world.
From Newcastle. For Everyone.

Equality
Diversity
Inclusion
Pushing the boundaries of engineering...

...addressing global challenges.

From Newcastle. For the world.
Why a Newcastle engineering degree?
Your Global Engineering Career

ARUP

NISSAN

COSTAIN

EDWARDS

40 KOLA

MOTT MACDONALD

MERCEDES AMG

HIGH PERFORMANCE POWERTRAINS

ARUP
From Newcastle. For the World.
£300M+
invested in improving your campus

£4M
Advanced Engineering Research Hub

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR SUBSEA AND OFFSHORE ENGINEERING

Blyth Marine Station

£350M
Living Laboratory

InTEGReL
Integrated • Transport • Electricity • Gas • Research • Laboratory

£20M
Newcastle helix

£2M
UKRRIN
UK Rail Research and Innovation Network

Investing in you

From Newcastle. For the world.
What is Engineering?

The Newcastle Student Experience
Thank You

From Newcastle. For the world.